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About This Game

War is upon us and only the mightiest kingdom will rule the realm. Age of Castles is an epic simulation / strategy game. Start
with a small village and build it into the ultimate castle. Train your army, upgrade your troops, march across the land, and do

battle with everything in your path. Build the ultimate kingdom, wage total war on your enemies, and conquer the realm!

Check out Our New Game Kickass commandos!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

Also Try Tiki Man!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Also try Ant War - Domination!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/406080/

 Build your village into the ultimate castle

 Battle monstrous foes and enjoy the spoils of victory
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 Crush your enemies and see them driven before you

 Earn epic combat upgrades and magical power-ups

 Build a kingdom, wage total war, conquer the realm
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10\/10 Would buy again.. Don't listen to all the negative, this is a really solid game as it is right now.
Good graphics loads and loads to do, crafting system and skill tree like no other game.
The Devs are patching and tweeking regularly. May requests were made for larger stashes and many other little things, and the
Devs actually came through.

Is it done yet? Is it perfect? No but its getting there.

Going like it is, and this could be the next best survival game.. This game is hot\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I love
hidden object games. I understand there are some items that are confusing or that you don't expect what they are, but that's the
point of those games. There's a couple of problems of this game that makes me dislike it, but not hate it.

I live in south Louisiana, so I know about the culture and stuff around here. Apparently, this game failed to capture it. Using
only Voodoo to relate to New Orleans doesn't help.

Another thing is the abrupt ending. I like the story, but the ending just washed it away.

This isn't a good game, but not a bad game. I got this game because I love to see stuff that takes place in Louisiana. This one,
was a slight disappointment.. Simply awful.
Graphics aren't even that bad, backgrounds are nice and the characters too have nice designs.
The main problem is the basic gameplay. The Slug is a completely classic single-screen platformer in which you have to jump
on platform, avoid enemies, collect things and get to the exit.
The controls are horrendous, and everything moves super fast from the first level. From enemies to platforms, and you can't
even remap your controls so no WASD and such.
There are only 12 levels too, and no save\/continue options (no options in any case).
And as I said, thanks to the awful controls, these 12 levels seem like 200 levels, apart from the fact that you're replaying the
same one 50 times 'cos you will most likely die everywhere due to the quickness of the enemies and the timing required.
Apart from trading cards and achievements, already discussed in all the reviews I saw, the game itself doesn't deserve a try
especially considered that it comes off at 2\u20ac and not even 1\u20ac.. You can't even play this game anymore if you're not
willing to throw a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of cash, which is sad I loved this game, it was fun, and I miss the
people I played with on it.. Destination ares is a short, Yet difficult and fun, Resource management based game about leading a
ship to your destination planet, "Ares."

While it is, As said previously, Short, This does not by any means detract any sort of positive experiences from the game.

Pros:
Easily "Launched, Played, Left, Repeated"
Interesting concept
Art style is simplistic yet functional

Cons:
Easily forgotten- You could play this game for a hour and forget about it for another two months before repeating the process.
It's a short game. This could be a positive, But overall i would consider this a negative due to its forgettability.

I would reccomend this to a friend as of current, If only to be bought on sale, Though i feel i would be more comfortable with
its current price once it is more delevoped in the future.. Interesting start POS, adds the ability to co-op with a friend who plays
Vampire Counts. You start with some extremely strong units as Vlad, and very rapidly he can get a passive skill that trains all
your units in his stack by 255 exp \/per turn\/, effectively making him stupid strong if you make him an army manager. The only
issue is that many of your quest chains will take place in Drachenhof, Essen, and northern territories -- effectively making
questlining during a coop session with VC as a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Besides for that, what's not to like? It's free.. This game is useless until it has either full keyboard/mouse integration (currently
none) or full controller integration (only some functions currently work)
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This game has been ported over from console but is no where close to being ready for sale in my opinion.. Have you ever
wondered what would happen if you fused Dark Fall and Silent Hill together? I'll tell you what happens: you get Lost Souls, the
creepiest game by far in the Dark Fall series. What a game. What a finish.

Where do I even begin, since it's all great? I love the look of this game. You can tell Jonathan Boakes definitely had a bigger
budget to play with since this game moves away from the Myst like feel, and more towards 360 degree surroundings, in which
your character turns, sweeping the surroundings around him, instead of slide images. Time has not been kind to the Dowerton
Station and Hotel. In Dark Fall 1, the train station is unsettling, but still just an empty, abandoned train station. In DF: LS,
Dowerton has turned into a hell hole - a place where vandalism, illicit activity, and even satanic activity have become
commonplace. The train station and hotel is beautifully rendered, yet is visually disturbing. This game does not bank on jump
scares, though I was suprised a couple times. The scares come from knowing that you are exploring an evil place.

The story is fairly simple and very reminiscent of a Silent Hill kind of story. You are an Inspector who failed to apprehend the
kidnapper\/murderer of a young girl named Amy. She was last seen at the train station. Your guilt and shame lead you to return
to the station and hopefully find her and bring about closure. As you explore, you meet other ghosts who for some reason or
other are also trapped in the hotel. Because you are such a nice inspector, you help these lost souls find their way so they can
move on. Each ghost you help gives you a key that will be useful. What I love about this section is that you are able to jump
back in time to 1947, seeing the hotel at its peak. It makes returning to the present all the more horrifying as you see the decay
of the place.

Just like the previous Dark Fall games, the use of sound is great. With visuals and sound creating an eerie, disturbing world, this
is a game that would definitely be one to play in the dark with a good set of headphones.

So, good basic story, good visuals and sound, what about the puzzles? They are by far the easiest puzzles in the Dark Fall series.
Yes, you will still read a lot and you will need to take notes, but I feel that the puzzles are a lot more intuitive than the previous
games. There are three floors to the Hotel, and each one serves as a kind of level. The Train Station itself serves as a level.
Within each level, there are puzzles that are meant for just that area. To me, that makes this game a lot easier, unlike Dark Fall:
The Journal where you just jump in and have no idea what the first objective is.

Speaking of learning objectives, your character has a cell phone! Throughout the game, you will receive texts that will give hints
to where you should go, and the next mission. It will also serve as filling in parts of the story.

This game was a fitting conclusion to the Dark Fall series. I enjoyed revisiting the Dowerton Station and Hotel. It has really
made me curious and excited to look at other games made by Jonathan Boakes. If you like ghost stories, you owe it to yourself
to try the Dark Fall series.
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Extremely fun, exactly as promised. Not the most complex game, but great story telling and choices that really matter. Plus, fun
art.. Great simulation. I really enjoyed exploring the Hindenburg and getting a feel of what the experience was like. Please do
more historical things like this!. Great additions. Shakes up the base game without changing what makes Offworld so much fun..
it is great puzzle game. This game is just so-so. The real downfall in this is that I was expecting the kind of game where you get
more and more spells as it goes on but instead you are given one at a time so each room is very straight forward in how they are
completed and more relies on annoyingly precise platforming rather than any sort of clever thinking with how your magic
works. Around the half way point it felt more worth it to stop playing rather than continue. If you enjoy tough platforming
games then this could be for you but I personally find that it gets difficult later on for the wrong reasons.

This isn't that bad of a game, but it really isn't all that great either.. A little bit expensive for 4 songs, 2 with vocals and the other
2 just instrumentals,
Do I think it's worth it?,
Yes, I very much prefer the instrumentals over the vocals but the vocals themselves are very well composed and executed so yes,
I do very much think it's worth your money to get it at full price.
At a discount
though
getting it
is a
obvious decision.. Heart and Seoul is an otome visual novel about a girl that goes to Seoul (the capital of South Korea) on
vacation and has a great time there and even has a chance to fall in love. Sounds pretty standard right? Well, it is in many ways
and there is no doubt that the plot is very strictly \u201cslice of life\u201d but within it there is something utterly charming and
magical about the writing. The dialogue is often funny, sweet and heartwarming and the characters feel very real and well
rounded.

I\u2019m not sure if the developers were aiming for this, but the game really feels a lot like a Korean Drama (and if it was what
they were aiming for then they achieved this perfectly). The game embodies the sweetness and fun behind Korean dramas really
well and as someone who has been to Seoul and Korea I must say that they got the feel down really well.

Now the game certainly isn\u2019t without faults; it is often cheezy, corny and hammy\u2026 but so are Korean dramas so can
we really blame them? Besides cheese, corn and ham are some of my favorite foods! My other big criticism is that the
expressions of the characters never change, that does take away from things quite a bit.

All in all a pleasant VN and in my opinion, the game on steam that best represents Korea and probably the best Korean game out
there!. Fantastic pack as always from Victory Works! The BR lined livery\u2019s have always been my favourite and I\u2019m
sure a lot of people will agree by saying that this livery Pack is a very welcome addition to Train Simulator.. Frustrating 3D
platformer. It's hard to focus and immerse in a trippy landscape, when balancing on these stupid platforms. I get the appeal to
discover and to wander in a beautiful world, like in many other walking simulator games, but it doesn't work when focusing to
make the next jump. Not recommended.. Fantastic game if you're a fan of xcom or any other turn-based strategy games. It is
very hardcore and has a very cool late 1800s, early 1900s steampunk vibe to it. It has an awesome arsenal from your standard
smgs, rifles, lmgs, all the way up to mortars, atomic death rays, and artillery strikes from an array of unique factions. Many who
dislike this game don't enjoy it for what it is. It's hard but in a fun way, like dark souls it's all about the challenge. You can have
some very cool epic tactically driven moments, ones where you are pinned down my machine gun or mortar fire and need one of
your squads to flank the enemy position, or where you need to run in a medic to save a teammate before he bleeds out and need
to cover him with supporting fire. My only complaint is that the graphics are somewhat meh, but it honestly won't take much
from an experience like this. But otherwise for an indie game I am very impressed and am really glad I picked it up.
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